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Good morning. I am Bhavya Lal, the senior advisor for budget and finance at NASA, and I am delighted
to be here to talk about space nuclear propulsion.
Distances in space are vast. You may remember, it took the New Horizons spacecraft over nine years to
reach Pluto, and when it arrived, it did not have the propulsive ability to stop and take a more extensive
look. The spacecraft flew past Pluto, collecting what data it could on its speedy fly-by. And it took over
a year to send all that data back to Earth. All this was because we were both power- and propulsionconstrained. Just imagine what else we could have learned if we’d had the capability for a longer stay.
To date, chemical rockets and solar power have served our Nation well, but both have limitations,
especially as we go deeper into the solar system. Mass-efficient, high-energy solutions to power space
vehicles, operate in harsh radiation environments, and increase mission flexibility would open up new
opportunities for space exploration.
Nuclear fission systems can provide such solutions, delivering the high power levels needed to conduct
exciting activities on the surface of the Moon, reduce trip times of crewed missions to Mars, and
accommodate larger payloads with expanded maneuverability for robotic missions into deep space.
Nuclear propulsion systems are not needed to get to the Moon, but could be valuable in sending payloads
to Mars and more distant destinations. There are two ways fission reactions can power propulsion
systems, although neither of these has yet been developed. When combined with a chemical stage, a
Nuclear Electric Propulsion (or NEP) system could provide faster Mars transit capability, which leads to
reduced crew exposure to galactic and cosmic radiation, as well as their exposure to a reduced gravity
environment. NEP reactors could also provide extensibility to higher-power surface reactors, and are
considered the lowest-mass solution for a fast transit to Mars.
A Nuclear Thermal Propulsion (or NTP) system, would provide both high thrust and high specific
impulse, which may enable a smaller and more versatile system, along with faster trip times. The ability
of an NTP system to generate high thrust on demand could provide greater mission flexibility, including
mission abort and return-to-Earth options if vital crew systems are not functioning properly. As with
NEP, the shorter trip provided by NTP would reduce crew time in a reduced gravity environment and
lower exposure to space radiation.
Despite their potential and investment, especially in NTP systems in the 1950s and ‘60s, both
technologies face steep developmental challenges. NASA-internal and external studies, including a 2021

assessment performed by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, have
concluded that the maturity and readiness of both systems are low, and additional long-lead development
is needed to mature either.
To date, NASA has prioritized nuclear funding for fission surface power, which is a key capability for
both lunar and Martian surface mission needs. Congress continues to signal through annual
appropriations that NTP is a priority. As such, NASA’s development in FY 2021 and prior years has
focused on NTP.
The Space Technology Mission Directorate at NASA has been leading both of these efforts. In all areas
of research and development, NASA is working closely with academia, industry, and other Government
agencies to explore nuclear-propulsion-related options and capabilities. For instance, we are working
with the Department of Defense and the Department of Energy to develop a source of low-enriched
uranium fuels from industry, and recently funded three companies to develop space-capable reactor
designs. NASA is also sharing its expertise in cryogenic fluid management to support the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) on their NTP flight demonstration planned in the mid2020s.
Let me end my testimony by reiterating that nuclear power and propulsion applications could help to
enhance U.S. leadership in space. They represent the type of investment that could help the U.S. maintain
its global technological edge at a time when more countries around the world seek to fulfill space
exploration objectives. Development of space nuclear systems would also advance the state-of-the-art for
smaller, more efficient, and safer terrestrial nuclear power plants, to help reduce greenhouse gas
emissions.
Nuclear power systems that could be used on the Moon could be developed within the decade. Nuclear
propulsion capabilities will cost more and take longer – realizing these capabilities would require
sustained commitment and substantial investment over the next 10-20 years. I also cannot emphasize
enough the importance of collaborating with other Government agencies as well as academic and
commercial stakeholders in ensuring cost-sharing and innovative development.
Thank you for the opportunity to discuss how space nuclear propulsion could support us in exploring
Mars and beyond. We look forward to working with Congress on these important priorities. I look
forward to your questions.
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